How to Write a Resolution
(Abridged from http://bestdelegate.com/model-un-made-easy-how-to-write-a-resolution/)
It has three main parts: the heading, the pre-ambulatory clauses, and the operative clauses. We’ll
break down the example above into these three parts below.

1. Heading
The heading contains four pieces of information: the committee name, the sponsors, the signatories, and
the topic (not necessarily in that order depending on each individual conference’s rules).

The committee’s name and topic should be self-explanatory. The sponsors are the authors of the
resolution. The signatories are other delegates in the committee who do not necessarily agree with the
resolution but would like to see it debated. Most conferences require a minimum number or percentage
of sponsors and signatories (or a combination of both) before a resolution can be presented — this
encourages consensus-building. You will also notice some numbering (on the top right corner in the
example). This is usually provided by the committee chair and is just a way to number the different
resolutions — usually by the order they are received or approved — so that delegates can easily
differentiate or reference them.

2. Pre-ambulatory clauses
The pre-ambulatory clauses state all the issues that the committee wants to resolve on this issue. They
usually state reasons why the committee is working on this issue and highlight previous international
actions. Pre-ambulatory clauses can include:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Past UN resolutions, treaties, or conventions related to the topic
Past regional, non-governmental, or national efforts in resolving this topic
References to the UN Charter or other international frameworks and laws
Statements made by the Secretary-General or a relevant UN body or agency
General background info formation or facts about the topic, its significance, and its impact.

Pre-ambulatory phrases
When you have a statement ready (see possibilities above), combine it with one of the underlined preambulatory phrases below, and end it with a comma.

EXAMPLE
Alarmed by the 17% increase in HIV/AIDS contraction among sub-Saharan African countries in the
past five years,
TIP - In general, you want fewer pre-ambulatory clauses than operative clauses. More operative clauses
convey that you have more solutions than you have problems.

3. Operative clauses
Operative clauses state the solutions that the sponsors of the resolution propose to resolve the issues.
The operative clauses should address the issues specifically mentioned in the pre-ambulatory clauses
above it.

Again, combine your statements with one of the operative phrases below, but this time, end it with a
semi-colon.

Operative clauses are also numbered. This differentiates them from pre-ambulatory clauses, helps show
logical progression in the resolution, and makes the operative clauses easy to refer to in speeches and
comments.

EXAMPLE
1. Calls upon the developed countries and major pharmaceutical countries to provide low-cost,
generic medicines for HIV/AIDS to sub-Saharan African countries;
TIP - Usually more details in an operative clause will make it stronger or at least make the idea more
clear to other delegates. A simple way to strengthen each operative clause is to answer the “who, what,
when, where, why, and how” of each resolution. These details can actually be broken down into suboperative clauses underneath the main operative clause.

4. Amendments
Approved draft resolutions are modified through amendments. An amendment is a written statement
that adds, deletes or changes an operative clause in a draft resolution. The amendment process is used
to strengthen consensus on a resolution by allowing delegates to change the operative clauses (the preambulatory clauses cannot be modified). There are two types of amendments:

1. A friendly amendment is a change to the draft resolution that all sponsors agree on. Once all sponsors
sign the amendment and the Chairs approve it, it will be automatically incorporated into the resolution.

2. An unfriendly amendment is a change that some or all of the draft resolution’s sponsors do not
support and must be voted upon by the committee. This also refers to delegates who did not write this
resolution at all but see potential in it as long as several changes are made to it. The sponsors of the
amendment will need to obtain a required number of signatories in order to introduce it. Prior to voting
on the draft resolution, the committee must vote on all unfriendly amendments.
All you have to do is make an operative clause that adds, deletes, or changes a part of the draft resolution.
EXAMPLES
‐
‐
‐

Adds an operative clause that reads “14. Encourages all Latin American countries to…”
Deletes operative clause 9.
Changes operative clause 1 to read “1. Calls upon the Red Cross to provide low-cost medicines…”

